
Variable Resolution in CAM-SE!

•  A variable resolution feature has been recently implemented in NSF/DoE 
Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) Spectral Element (SE) dynamical core.!

•  From Higher Order Methods Modeling Environment (HOMME)!
•  Quadrilateral elements on a cubed sphere!
•  Arbitrary quadrilateral elements (no rectangular restriction)!
•  Conforming refinement!
• Every edge shared by only two elements!

•  Unstructured!
• Domain not tiled in (i,j) fashion!

•  Static refinement!
• Grid refined during initialization, does not follow atmospheric features!

•  Special considerations (relative to uniform grid with CAM-SE)!
•  Timestep globally restricted to finest grid scale!
•  Fourth-order hyperviscosity based on cell length scale!
•  Stock CAM5 physics (scalability caveats apply!)!
•  192 cores (hybrid OpenMP/MPI) NCAR Bluefire = ~0.5 SYPD !

Example of mesh which can be used in variable resolution CAM-SE framework. The zoom highlights a transition region and the 
conforming, ʻ2-refinementʼ structure currently used.!

Variable Resolution AMIP Setup!

Tropical Cyclone Statistics!

•  NCAR Community Earth System Model framework!
•  Use CUBIT (Sandia) meshing software to generate mesh 

with static high-resolution nest over the Atlantic Ocean!
•  Atlantic refinement: 1° (~110 km) x 4 (22) (fine = 0.25° = 

~26 km)!
•  Topography differentially remapped/smoothed using cell-

specifc Laplacian operator -> matches atmospheric grid!
•  Model coupled to land (CLM, FV 0.9 x 1.25) and data 

ocean model (gx1v6) via CPL7 tri-grid coupler!
•  Setup uses prescribed SSTs, chemistry, and solar forcing!

Synoptic Correlations!
•  Objective tracking: GFDL method first proposed by Vitart (1997) and modified by Knutson et 

al., (2007)!
•  Searches for vorticity maximum, pressure minimum, existence of warm core!
•  Needs to persist >= 2 days at <= 45° latitude!

•  Using 17 m/s as wind threshold -> no tuning, actual WMO criterion!

•  Variable-resolution, highly-scalable dynamical cores (such as CAM-SE) may 
provide opportunities to improve regional climate simulations!

•  AMIP simulations in CESM using observed SSTs with high-resolution nests over 
Atlantic model realistic TC structure and observationally-reasonable average 
storm counts and spatial distribution!

•  Synoptic environment highly correlated to low resolution simulation (identical 
forcing) -> indicates added resolution not harming already resolved 
dynamics!

•  Significant model runtime speedup over globally uniform nest!
•  May provide pathway to:!
•  Increased resolution!
• Ensemble simulations!

Conclusions!

Background and Motivation!

•  Modeling of tropical cyclones (TCs) in General Circulation Models (GCMs) has 
historically been a challenging endeavor!
•  Computing constraints have forced models to low resolutions making it 

difficult to resolve scales at which cyclones exist!
•  Heavy parameterization of key TC thermodynamic processes is needed.!
•  Convection!
•  Fluxes!

! •  Variable resolution has been traditionally used for tropical cyclone 
studies in limited area models (LAMs), now we aim to apply this 
construct to GCMs!

•  Focus computing power where we want it in a global 
modeling framework!!

•  Such a setup eliminates the need for externally-forced and 
possibly numerically and physically inconsistent boundary 
conditions!

Cyclone Structural Differences!

Basin	   Monthly	   Ann.	  Avg.	   TC	  Season	  
NATL	   0.97	   0.93	   0.93	  
EPAC	   0.92	   0.84	   0.72	  
CPAC	   0.94	   0.98	   0.97	  
WPAC	   0.93	   0.77	   0.66	  
NIO	   0.77	   0.68	   0.77	  
SIO	   0.78	   0.64	   0.14	  
SPAC	   0.87	   0.73	   0.69	  

Basin	   Monthly	   Ann.	  Avg.	   TC	  Season	  
NATL	   0.85	   0.41	   0.57	  
EPAC	   0.82	   0.50	   0.42	  
CPAC	   0.33	   0.61	   0.56	  
WPAC	   0.87	   0.59	   0.56	  
NIO	   0.36	   -‐0.08	   -‐0.01	  
SIO	   0.30	   -‐0.04	   -‐0.31	  
SPAC	   0.44	   0.44	   0.00	  

Genesis Potential Index (GPI) 
correlation for monthly timeseries 

(left), annual calendar average 
(center) and cumulative months of 

peak TC activity (right)!

•  Refinement (0.25°) over 
North Atlantic produces!
•  High density of storms!
•  Range of intensities!

•  East Pacific (0.5°) has 
high density, but lacks 
intense storms!

•  Climatologically active 
areas (ex: west Pacific) 
have far fewer storms!
•  1° grid too coarse to 

adequately resolve TCs!

•  Model reproduces:!
•  Cape Verde tracks!
•  Mid-Atlantic “lull”!

•  Struggles with:!
•  Early cyclone 

recurvature!
•  Gulf/Caribbean 

biased low in CAM!

•  As resolution 
increases (L to R):!
•  Total number of 

resolved TCs per 
year increases!

•  Tail of intensity 
profile (Cat 3/4/5) 
more prominent!

W. Pacific (1°) E. Pacific (0.5°) N. Atlantic (0.25°) 

Computational Considerations!

13,340 elements 

86,400 elements 

~6.5 fewer elements 

•  Broad, closed wind contours (top left)!
•  Central dense overcast (CDO) type feature (top 

right) with little structure!
•  Wide, shallow circulation (bottom)!

•  Tight circulation with defined eyewall (top left)!
•  CDO readily apparent with intense returns, calm 

eye and spiral rainbands (top right)!
•  Tilted, deep eyewall with more radially-compact, 

stronger warm core (bottom)!

•  Correlation between refined CAM-SE AMIP 
simulation and NCEP reanalysis data!
•  High correlation in Atlantic/N. Pacific 

Oceans!
•  AMIP forcing drives synoptic scale 

patterns!
•  Lower correlation in Indian Ocean/S. 

Pacific!
•  More data sparse?!

•  Calculate simulated Genesis Potential Index (GPI) for each ocean basin (monthly, area-averaged)!
•  GPI measure of synoptic suitability to tropical cyclogenesis!

•  Vorticity (η)!
•  Mid-layer relative humidity (RH600)!
•  Vertical wind shear (Vshear)!
•  Maximum potential intensity (Vpot)!

Significant	  at	  95%	  CI	  (one-‐sided)	  

Significant	  at	  99%	  CI	  (one-‐sided)	  

0.25°!

0.5°!
1°!

1980-2002 CAM-SE 
simulated TC tracks 

•  Since atmosphere scales nearly linearly with degrees of freedom (grid elements): 
~6-7x speedup with variable-resolution vs. 1/4° uniform grid!

•  For fixed computing load…!
•  Higher regional resolution!
•  Additional ensemble members!
•  Longer integration time!

WPAC (1°) 

NATL (0.25°) 

•  Correlation between refined CAM-SE AMIP 
simulation and global 1° (unrefined) CAM-
SE AMIP simulation!
•  Atlantic correlation!
•  High correlation strongly implies 

refinement does NOT influence already 
resolved synoptic scales!

•  All other basins!
•  High correlation shows that patch of 

high-resolution does not appear to drive 
upstream/downstream differences!
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Average number of tropical cyclones (per Saffir-Simpson intensity bin) per year for the three more active basins spanning the range 
of resolutions on the variable-resolution grid.!

3°x3° track density (number of 6-hour cyclone hits per bin) plots for historical observations (IBTrACS, left) and CAM-SE AMIP simulation (right) from 1980-2002.!

850 hPa horizontal wind (top left), simulated radar reflectivity (top right), latitudinal horizontal wind cross section (bottom left) and latitudinal temperature anomaly 
cross section (bottom right) for most intense storm generated in 1° mesh (WPAC, left) and 0.25° mesh (NATL, right) !

•  Potential to get “best of both worlds” between global models, limited area 
models?!
•  Higher resolution to resolve cyclone intensity, vertical structure (regional 

models)!
•  Physically consistent, 2-way interaction, global synoptic flow (global models)!

1° w/ 0.25° Atlantic nest! Globally-uniform 0.25°!


